Registration for Access to the Internet Portal

General Requirements for Obtaining Proprietary Access

The WSTS Internet Portal requires personal identification in order to access proprietary data realms. Access authorizations will be assigned to an individual person within an authorized organization (a WSTS member company, a WSTS subscriber or a licensee). Therefore it is necessary to perform an on-line registration. Only those persons registered will be granted access to the reports, documents and other information according their employer's status. The number of registered persons per member company is limited: For Regular WSTS member companies one registered user per $1000 annual membership fee, however not less than one registered user, and for associate WSTS Members one registered user per $250 annual membership fee. For licensees and subscribers these limits are determined in the respective agreements. Registrations will be assigned on first come-first served basis, unless WSTS has got specific instructions. Licensees and Subscribers cannot use the on-line registration procedure, but should contact the WSTS Administrator to perform registration.

>> If you have read and understood above information proceed to the next step.